Classic Golf Instruction
by Christopher Robin Obetz
Highlighted by more than two hundred detailed line drawings, this comprehensive introduction to the sport of golf encompasses the finest instruction in grips, swings, stances, special and trouble shots, and other techniques and strategies for a lifetime of successful golf.

Golf for Dummies
by Gary McCord
Provides updated expert advice on the game of golf--from improving fundamentals like grips, stances and swings, to mastering the game's mental aspects-- and also features an overview of current stars of the sport and the best courses.

Learn to Play Golf in 10 Easy Lessons : The Simple Route to a Complete Game
by Neil Tappin
However, with simple fundamentals and the right advice, golf isn't that difficult. This essential all-in-one guide gives you exactly this, breaking the game down into 10 key elements and providing clear, easy-to-follow expert instruction. Every area of the game is covered - from addressing the ball and reading putts to bunker play and course management - alongside practice advice, checklists to hone your stance, key quick-reference reminders and

Golf : the Art of the Mental Game : 100 Classic Golf Tips
by Joseph Parent
Presents one hundred tips on improving a golf score, from the essentials of the mental game and maintaining composure, to physical instruction on how to improve a swing

Long Island Golf
by Phil Carlucci
When the European sport of golf found its way to Long Island and took root in the Hamptons at Shinnecock Hills in 1891, its journey across the Atlantic served as the opening drive of a recreational era that now spans three centuries. Home to more than 130 golf courses, the area boasts prestigious American clubs overlooking picturesque Atlantic bays and inlets, along with public layouts climbing and descending the region's sloping terrain.

Golf
by Nick Edmund
A guide to golf provides information on equipment, etiquette, techniques, the rules, tournaments, and golf courses of the world
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**Golf Anatomy**  
by Craig Davies  
Following the success of *Strength Training Anatomy, Yoga Anatomy* and the entire *Anatomy* series that has sold over 1.5 million copies, *Golf Anatomy* gives golfers the training tools to condition muscles for longer, more accurate and consistent shots. *Golf Anatomy* links muscle development and the golfer-in-action with four-color anatomical illustrations while conveying proper form for 72 exercises that develop the key components of a good swing: mobility, stability, balance, body awareness, strength and power.

**Golf All-in-One for Dummies**  
by Gary McCord  
Each book covers all the necessary information a beginner needs to know about a particular topic, providing an index for easy reference and using the series' signature set of symbols to clue the reader in to key topics, categorized under such titles as Tip, Remember, Warning!, Technical Stuff and True Story.

**6 Weeks to Golf Fitness - How to Get Healthy and Fit, and Hit the Ball Further Than Ever!**  
by Phil Davies  
Looking to increase the distance of your drives, improve the accuracy of your golf shots, lower your handicap or simply to better enjoy the game you love? You've heard (correctly) that fitter golfers generally play better but you don't know what exercises to do or in what order?

**50 Years of Golfing Wisdom**  
by John Jacobs  
Drawing on a half century of tournament play, teaching, and personal experience, the golfing guru shares his wisdom of the game in a volume that encompasses practical advice, tips, and lessons for golfers at every level of skill.

**The Complete Idiot's Guide to Golf**  
by Michelle McGann  
The winner of a number of Ladies' Professional Golf Association championships and the instruction editor at *Golf Digest* teach beginning golfers all they need to know about playing the game, including everything from picking the correct club to developing the proper putting stroke, and discusses rules, lingo, equipment, and technique.

**Practical Golf Course Maintenance : the Magic of Greenkeeping**  
by Gordon Witteveen  
Practical, non-technical advice for maintaining and operating a golf course.

**18 Ways to Play a Better 18 Holes : Tips and Techniques from America's Best Club Professionals**  
by John Steinbreder  
An award-winning journalist draws on the insights of elite PGA professionals to share tips on everything from putting to eliminating the slice, sharing a lighthearted review of the best "19th holes" at some of America's most prominent links.

**Arnie : the life of Arnold Palmer**  
by Tom Callahan  
A veteran sportswriter and author of *His Father's Son: Earl and Tiger Woods* shines a spotlight on one of the greatest golfers ever to play the game, Arnold Palmer.

**Golf Annika's way**  
by Annika Sorenstam  
The Swedish-born LPGA champion takes readers inside the world of golf to teach golfers of all levels of skill how to play and win like a pro, with detailed instructions on the swing, fundamentals of grip and posture, and putting, along with tips on using every club in the bag and furnishing helpful advice on her own innovative training regimen.